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HAWKE® OPTICS UNVEILS NEW 6.5 CREEDMOOR RIFLESCOPE  

 
The Vantage 30 WA 4-12x42 IR - 6.5 Creedmoor Marksman Scope Will Be Ready for Shooters  

of the Popular Cartridge in Early 2024 
 
Hawke® Optics, a worldwide leader in quality sporting optics that perform outstanding in the field while maintaining optimum value 
for the consumer, is expanding their popular and value-packed Vantage 30 WA line of riflescopes with a feature-loaded model 
specifically for shooters of the 6.5 Creedmoor cartridge. With a multitude of budget-friendly rifles chambered in 6.5, now on the 
market, there is finally an optic that equals the performance of the acclaimed cartridge, at a price that keeps the budget-friendly 
theme going. MSRP for the optic is set at $359.  
 
The new Hawke Vantage 30 WA 4-12x42 IR - 6.5 Creedmoor Marksman Scope is built on a 30mm main tube and features a wide 
angled optical system that allows additional light transmission with more clarity and an improved field of view, especially in low-
light conditions. Featuring Hawke’s H2 optics system, the scope comes complete with 11 layers of multi-coating for optimal clarity, 
durability, and brightness. It also has a generous 3.5 inches of eye relief. The exposed turrets with ¼ MOA adjustment settings let 
shooters make quick adjustments at the range or in the field.  
 
The real star of the show is the Bullet Drop Compensating (BDC) 6.5 Creedmoor Marksman reticle, designed specifically for what 
has become one of the most popular calibers in the gun world. The multi-level red/green illuminated, glass-etched reticle is perfect 
for both hunters and serious target shooters. The reticles detailed aim points make precision shooting simple and easy to 
comprehend with a center crosshair calibrated for accuracy from 0 to 200 yards with additional holdovers at 100-yard increments 
out to 700 yards.  
 
The Vantage 30 WA 4-12x42 IR - 6.5 Creedmoor Marksman Scope has a fast-focus eyepiece and a removable zoom-ring throw 
lever for making fast work of zeroing in on your target. When you add in Hawke’s No-Fault Lifetime Warranty, covering the scope 
for life, this becomes the ultimate value-minded, feature-packed scope designed specifically for 6.5 Creedmoor rifles. Learn more 
at  www.hawkeoptics.com. 

 
 
About Hawke 
#VISIONACCOMPLISHED. Hawke is a worldwide market leader at the forefront of optical performance with class-leading 
innovation and design offering a complete line of sport optics from rifle, crossbow, shotgun and air gun scopes to binoculars, 
spotting scopes and accessories. Accuracy, strength, and precision; Hawke optics blend iconic design, exceptional engineering, 
and unrivalled craftsmanship to create an unforgettable viewing experience. As awareness of Hawke Sport Optics continues to 
grow, more customers are trusting Hawke as the unquestioned industry leader in optics.  Learn more at www.hawkeoptics.com. 
 
Follow the #Hawkelife lifestyle hub and connect with us on social media: 
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